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The best standard candle available

The basic hypothesis
“Supernovae of same stretch, same color and lying in the same galactical
environment have in average the same Luminosity at all redshifts.”
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I Determinations of H0 and reduced densities decouple

I See e.g. Riess et al. (2011) for constraints on M and H0
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sample �coh
low-z 0.12
SDSS-II 0.11
SNLS 0.08
HST 0.11

Table 9. Values of �coh used in the cosmological fits. Those val-
ues correspond to the weighted mean per survey of the values
shown in Figure 7, except for HST sample for which we use the
average value of all samples. They do not depend on a specific
choice of cosmological model (see the discussion in §5.5).
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Fig. 7. Values of �coh determined for seven subsamples of the
Hubble residuals: low-z z < 0.03 and z > 0.03 (blue), SDSS
z < 0.2 and z > 0.2 (green), SNLS z < 0.5 and z > 0.5 (orange),
and HST (red).

may a↵ect our results including survey-dependent errors in es-
timating the measurement uncertainty, survey dependent errors
in calibration, and a redshift dependent tension in the SALT2
model which might arise because di↵erent redshifts sample dif-
ferent wavelength ranges of the model. In addition, the fit value
of �coh in the first redshift bin depends on the assumed value
of the peculiar velocity dispersion (here 150km · s�1) which is
somewhat uncertain.

We follow the approach of C11 which is to use one value of
�coh per survey. We consider the weighted mean per survey of
the values shown in Figure 7. Those values are listed in Table 9
and are consistent with previous analysis based on the SALT2
method (Conley et al. 2011; Campbell et al. 2013).

6. ⇤CDM constraints from SNe Ia alone

The SN Ia sample presented in this paper covers the redshift
range 0.01 < z < 1.2. This lever-arm is su�cient to provide
a stringent constraint on a single parameter driving the evolu-
tion of the expansion rate. In particular, in a flat universe with
a cosmological constant (hereafter ⇤CDM), SNe Ia alone pro-
vide an accurate measurement of the reduced matter density
⌦m. However, SNe alone can only measure ratios of distances,
which are independent of the value of the Hubble constant today
(H0 = 100h km s�1 Mpc�1). In this section we discuss ⇤CDM
parameter constraints from SNe Ia alone. We also detail the rel-
ative influence of each incremental change relative to the C11
analysis.
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Fig. 8. Top: Hubble diagram of the combined sample. The dis-
tance modulus redshift relation of the best-fit ⇤CDM cosmol-
ogy for a fixed H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1 is shown as the black
line. Bottom: Residuals from the best-fit ⇤CDM cosmology as
a function of redshift. The weighted average of the residuals in
logarithmic redshift bins of width �z/z ⇠ 0.24 are shown as
black dots.

6.1. ⇤CDM fit of the Hubble diagram

Using the distance estimator given in Eq. (4), we fit a ⇤CDM
cosmology to supernovae measurements by minimizing the fol-
lowing function:

�2 = (µ̂ � µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m))†C�1(µ̂ � µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m)) (15)

with C the covariance matrix of µ̂ described in Sect. 5.5 and
µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m) = 5 log10(dL(z;⌦m)/10pc) computed for a fixed
fiducial value of H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1,13 assuming an unper-
turbed Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker geometry, which
is an acceptable approximation (Ben-Dayan et al. 2013). The
free parameters in the fit are ⌦m and the four nuisance param-
eters ↵, �, M1

B and �M from Eq. (4). The Hubble diagram for
the JLA sample and the ⇤CDM fit are shown in Fig. 8. We find
a best fit value for ⌦m of 0.295 ± 0.034. The fit parameters are
given in the first row of Table 10.

For consistency checks, we fit our full sample excluding sys-
tematic uncertainties and we fit subsamples labeled according to
the data included: SDSS+SNLS, lowz+SDSS and lowz+SNLS.
Confidence contours for ⌦m and the nuisance parameters ↵, �
and �M are given in Fig. 9 for the JLA and the lowz+SNLS
sample fits. The correlation between ⌦m and any of the nuisance
parameters is less than 10% for the JLA sample.

The ⇤CDM model is already well constrained by the SNLS
and low-z data thanks to their large redshift lever-arm. However,
the addition of the numerous and well-calibrated SDSS-II data
to the C11 sample is interesting in several respects. Most impor-
tantly, cross-calibrated accurately with the SNLS, the SDSS-II
data provide an alternative low-z anchor to the Hubble diagram,
with better understood systematic uncertainties. This redundant

13 This value is assumed purely for convenience and using another
value would not a↵ect the cosmological fit (beyond changing accord-
ingly the recovered value of M1

B).
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Table 13. Best fit parameters for the o-⇤CDM cosmological model.

⌦m ⌦k H0 ⌦bh2 ↵ � M1
B �M �2/d.o.f.

Planck+WP+BAO+JLA 0.305 ± 0.010 0.002 ± 0.003 68.34 ± 1.03 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.099 ± 0.074 �19.10 ± 0.03 �0.070 ± 0.023 684.1/738
Planck+WP+BAO 0.306 ± 0.010 0.002 ± 0.003 68.25 ± 1.06 0.0221 ± 0.0003
Planck+WP+SDSS 0.397 ± 0.108 �0.019 ± 0.026 59.93 ± 8.17 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.145 ± 0.008 3.115 ± 0.108 �19.34 ± 0.27 �0.091 ± 0.031 350.7/369
Planck+WP+SDSS+SNLS 0.309 ± 0.046 0.001 ± 0.011 67.94 ± 5.15 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.140 ± 0.007 3.141 ± 0.082 �19.10 ± 0.15 �0.072 ± 0.025 577.9/608
Planck+WP+JLA 0.292 ± 0.037 0.005 ± 0.009 69.85 ± 4.44 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.102 ± 0.075 �19.05 ± 0.12 �0.070 ± 0.023 682.9/735
Planck+WP+C11 0.244 ± 0.047 0.015 ± 0.010 76.48 ± 7.36 0.0221 ± 0.0003 1.708 ± 0.156 3.306 ± 0.109 �18.96 ± 0.19 �0.045 ± 0.024 395.1/468

Table 14. Best fit parameters for the flat w-CDM cosmological model.

⌦m w H0 ⌦bh2 ↵ � M1
B �M �2/d.o.f.

Planck+WP+BAO+JLA 0.303 ± 0.012 �1.027 ± 0.055 68.50 ± 1.27 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.102 ± 0.075 �19.10 ± 0.03 �0.070 ± 0.023 684.1/738
Planck+WP+BAO 0.295 ± 0.020 �1.075 ± 0.109 69.57 ± 2.54 0.0220 ± 0.0003
Planck+WP+SDSS 0.341 ± 0.039 �0.906 ± 0.123 64.68 ± 3.56 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.145 ± 0.008 3.116 ± 0.108 �19.17 ± 0.10 �0.091 ± 0.031 350.7/369
Planck+WP+SDSS+SNLS 0.314 ± 0.020 �0.994 ± 0.069 67.32 ± 1.98 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.140 ± 0.007 3.139 ± 0.082 �19.12 ± 0.05 �0.072 ± 0.025 577.9/608
Planck+WP+JLA 0.307 ± 0.017 �1.018 ± 0.057 68.07 ± 1.63 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.100 ± 0.075 �19.11 ± 0.04 �0.070 ± 0.023 683.0/735
WMAP9+JLA+BAO 0.296 ± 0.012 �0.979 ± 0.063 68.19 ± 1.33 0.0224 ± 0.0005 0.141 ± 0.006 3.099 ± 0.075 �19.10 ± 0.03 �0.070 ± 0.023 684.4/738
Planck+WP+C11 0.288 ± 0.021 �1.093 ± 0.078 70.33 ± 2.34 0.0221 ± 0.0003 1.707 ± 0.156 3.306 ± 0.109 �19.15 ± 0.05 �0.043 ± 0.024 395.4/468

Table 15. Best fit parameters for the flat wz-CDM cosmological model. The point (w0,wa) = (�1, 0) corresponds to the cosmological
constant hypothesis.

⌦m w0 wa H0 ⌦bh2 ↵ � M1
B �M �2/d.o.f.

Planck +WP + BAO + JLA 0.304 ± 0.012 �0.957 ± 0.124 �0.336 ± 0.552 68.59 ± 1.27 0.0220 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.099 ± 0.075 �19.09 ± 0.04 �0.070 ± 0.023 683.7/737
Planck +WP + BAO 0.291 ± 0.042 �1.134 ± 0.490 0.167 ± 1.318 70.09 ± 5.05 0.0221 ± 0.0003
Planck +WP + BAO + SDSS 0.315 ± 0.019 �0.848 ± 0.200 �0.582 ± 0.702 67.31 ± 2.04 0.0220 ± 0.0003 0.145 ± 0.008 3.126 ± 0.108 �19.09 ± 0.05 �0.091 ± 0.031 352.0/371
Planck +WP + JLA 0.296 ± 0.022 �0.886 ± 0.206 �0.698 ± 1.090 69.36 ± 2.40 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.099 ± 0.075 �19.06 ± 0.08 �0.070 ± 0.023 682.6/734
Planck +WP + BAO + C11 0.293 ± 0.014 �1.073 ± 0.146 �0.066 ± 0.563 69.90 ± 1.64 0.0220 ± 0.0003 1.706 ± 0.156 3.307 ± 0.109 �19.15 ± 0.04 �0.044 ± 0.025 396.4/470
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Fig. 17. Confidence contours at 68% and 95% (including sys-
tematic uncertainty) for the w and wa cosmological parameters
for the flat w-⇤CDM model.

still holds if we use the WMAP CMB temperature measurement
in place of the Planck measurement (see Table 14).

For the w-CDM model, in combination with Planck, we
measure w =�1.018 ± 0.057. This represents a substan-
tial improvement in uncertainty (30%) over the combination
Planck+WP+C11 (w = �1.093 ± 0.078 ). The ⇠ 1� (stat+sys)
change in w is caused primarily by the recalibration of the SNLS
sample as discussed in detail in Sect. 6. The improvement in er-
rors is due to the inclusion of the full SDSS-II spectroscopic
sample and to the reduction in systematic errors due to the joint
recalibration of the SDSS-II and SNLS surveys. As an illustra-
tion of the relative influence of those two changes, using the C11

calibration uncertainties would increase the uncertainty of w to
6.5%.

Interestingly, the CMB+SNLS+SDSS combination delivers
a competitive measurement of w with an accuracy of 6.9%, de-
spite the absence of the low-z SNe Ia. This measurement is ex-
pected to be robust since the dominant systematic uncertainty
(photometric calibration error) was the subject of careful review
in the joint analysis of the SDSS-II and SNLS surveys. This
subsample is also likely to be less sensitive to errors in the en-
vironmental dependence of the SN Ia luminosity as the distri-
bution of SNLS and SDSS host properties are closer than are
the distribution of SNLS and low-z surveys. As an illustration,
fitting the w-CDM model to the CMB+SNLS+SDSS data, and
imposing �M = 0, provides w =�0.996 ± 0.069, a small shift
(�w < 0.003) with respect to the value reported for the same
sample and �M = �0.070 ± 0.023 in Table 14.

Combined with CMB and BAO, SNe Ia yields a 5.4% mea-
surement of w which represents significantly tighter constraint
than what can be obtained from CMB and BAO alone (11.0%).
The combination of CMB, BAO and SNe Ia constrains mod-
els with a varying equation of state w =�0.957 ± 0.124 and
wa =�0.336 ± 0.552 (see Table 15), yielding a figure of merit
as defined by the dark energy task force (DETF; Albrecht et al.
2006) of 31.3. This is a factor 2 improvement in the FoM with
respect to the C11+DR7+WMAP7 combination considered in
Sullivan et al. (2011). This gain is attributable, for roughly equal
parts, to our improvement in SN measurements and to the im-
provement in CMB and BAO external constraints.

Finally, the combination of CMB, BAO and SN Ia data con-
strains the value of the Hubble parameter H0 at better than 2%
even in generic dark energy models. Our result, H0 =68.50±1.27
km s�1 Mpc�1, is slightly lower (1.9�) than the direct measure-
ment of H0 = 73.8 ± 2.4km s�1 Mpc�1 given in Riess et al.
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7.1.2. Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

The detection of the characteristic scale of the baryon acous-
tic oscillations (BAO) in the correlation function of di↵erent
matter distribution tracers provides a powerful standard ruler
to probe the angular-diameter-distance versus redshift relation
and Hubble parameter evolution. The BAO scale has now been
detected in the correlation function of various galaxy surveys
(Eisenstein et al. 2005; Beutler et al. 2011; Blake et al. 2011;
Anderson et al. 2012), as well as in the Ly↵ forest of distant
quasars (Busca et al. 2013; Slosar et al. 2013). Large-scale sur-
veys also probe the horizon size at matter-radiation equality.
However, this latter measurement appears to be more a↵ected
by systematic uncertainties than the robust BAO scale measure-
ment.

BAO analyses usually perform a spherical average of their
scale measurement constraining a combination of the angular
scale and redshift separation:

dz =
rs(zdrag)
Dv(z)

(21)

with:

Dv(z) =
 
(1 + z)2D2

A
cz

H(z)

!1/3

(22)

For this work, we follow Planck Collaboration XVI (2013) in
using the measurement of the BAO scale at z = 0.106, 0.35,
and 0.57 from Beutler et al. (2011); Padmanabhan et al. (2012);
Anderson et al. (2012), respectively. We consider a BAO prior of
the form:

�2
bao = (dz � dbao

z )†C�1
bao(dz � dbao

z ) (23)

with zdrag computed from the Eisenstein & Hu (1998) fit-
ting formulae, dbao

z = (0.336, 0.1126, 0.07315) and C�1
bao =

diag(4444, 215156, 721487).

7.2. Constraints on cosmological parameters for various dark
energy models

We consider three alternatives to the base ⇤CDM model:

– the one-parameter extension allowing for non-zero spatial
curvature ⌦k, labeled o-⇤CDM.

– the one-parameter extension allowing for dark energy in a
spatially flat universe with an arbitrary constant equation of
state parameter w, labeled w-CDM.

– the two-parameter extension allowing for dark energy in a
spatially flat universe with a time varying equation of state
parameter parameterized as w(a) = w0 + wa(1 � a) with a =
1/(1 + z) (Linder 2003) and labeled wz-CDM.

We follow the assumptions of Planck Collaboration XVI (2013)
to achieve consistency with our prior. In particular we assume
massive neutrinos can be approximated as a single massive
eigenstate with m⌫ = 0.06 eV and an e↵ective energy density
when relativistic:

⇢⌫ = Ne↵
7
8

 
4

11

!4/3

⇢� (24)

with ⇢� the radiation energy density and Ne↵ = 3.046. We use
Tcmb = 2.7255 K for the CMB temperature today.

Best-fit parameters for di↵erent probe combinations are
given in Tables 13, 14 and 15. Errors quoted in the ta-
bles are 1-� Cramér-Rao lower bounds from the approximate

Fig. 15. 68% and 95% confidence contours (including system-
atic uncertainty) for the⌦m and⌦⇤ cosmological parameters for
the o-⇤CDM model. Labels for the various data sets correspond
to the present SN Ia compilation (JLA), the Conley et al. (2011)
SN Ia compilation (C11), the combination of Planck temperature
and WMAP polarization measurements of the CMB fluctuation
(Planck+WP), and a combination of measurements of the BAO
scale (BAO). See Sect. 7.1 for details. The black dashed line cor-
responds to a flat universe.
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Fig. 16. Confidence contours at 68% and 95% (including sys-
tematic uncertainty) for the ⌦m and w cosmological parameters
for the flat w-⇤CDM model. The black dashed line corresponds
to the cosmological constant hypothesis.

Fisher Information Matrix. Confidence contours corresponding
to ��2 = 2.28 (68%) and ��2 = 6 (95%) are shown in
Figs. 15, 16 and 17. For all studies involving SNe Ia, we used
likelihood functions similar to Eq. (15), with both statistical and
systematic uncertainties included in the computation of C. We
also performed fits involving the SNLS+SDSS subsample and
the C11 “SALT2” sample for comparison (see Sect. 6).

In all cases the combination of our supernova sample with
the two other probes is compatible with the cosmological con-
stant solution in a flat universe, which could have been antic-
ipated from the agreement between CMB and SN Ia measure-
ments of ⇤CDM parameters (see Sect. 6.6). This concordance is
the main result of the present paper. We note that this conclusion
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Figure 4. As Fig. 3, but for Mstellar instead of sSFR.

significant differences are seen. Monte Carlo tests on the Z-split
sample are similar to those for Mstellar.

4.3 Effect of assumed cosmology

Our choice of cosmology could affect our results in two ways.
The first is the impact on the derived absolute host galaxy
properties, such as Mstellar or sSFR. Changing the assumed H0

(70 km s−1 Mpc−1) has only a superficial effect – all the host galaxy
masses or other derived properties will change relative to each
other in the same consistent way. Altering the other cosmological
parameters, such as !M, has a more subtle effect. In a flat universe,
a smaller !M will make the higher-redshift hosts more massive
compared to those at lower-redshift (effectively they become more
distant); a larger !M will have the opposite effect. Within the errors
to which cosmological parameters are currently measured, this is
a small effect – a stellar mass derived with !M = 0.30 instead of
!M = 0.256 changes by <0.04 dex at z = 0.5 and <0.07 dex at
z = 1. We have run our fits using this alternative model and find
essentially identical results.

The cosmological model could also impact the SN properties.
If the redshift distributions of the host galaxies either side of the

split point in mass or metallicity are different, then any systematic
trend in SN brightnesses with redshift may increase (or decrease)
the significance of the differences in the nuisance parameters. For
example, an incorrect photometric zero-point in one of the SNLS
filters would introduce a difference in SN Ia brightness which is a
smooth function of redshift, and if the mix of hosts also changes
with redshift, this could introduce a corresponding offset in the
magnitudes of SNe Ia in those hosts.

We test the effect of the assumed cosmology in Fig. 7. We start
with our default cosmology (!M = 0.256, w = −1), and vary !M

(by ±0.15) and w (by ±0.4) recording the difference in derived
nuisance parameters. As might be expected, only small variations
in the differences in the derived nuisance parameters are seen. The
largest variation in the difference in MB is with Mstellar(∼ ±0.01),
for β with Mstellar(∼ ±0.05) and for α with Z (∼ ±0.05). Thus the
assumption of the cosmological model does not drive our results.

4.4 SNLS selection effects

A final consideration is the possibility of a selection effect which
operates to either select against fainter SNe Ia (after correction) in
massive or low-sSFR galaxies, or brighter SNe Ia in low-Mstellar or

C⃝ 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2010 RAS, MNRAS 406, 782–802
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Table 11. Contribution of various source of measurement uncer-
tainties to the uncertainty in ⌦m.

Uncertainty sources �x(⌦m) % of �2(⌦m)
Calibration 0.0203 36.7
Milky Way extinction 0.0072 4.6
Light-curve model 0.0069 4.3
Bias corrections 0.0040 1.4
Host relationa 0.0038 1.3
Contamination 0.0008 0.1
Peculiar velocity 0.0007 0.0
Stat 0.0241 51.6

Notes. For the computation of �stat(⌦m), we include the diagonal terms
of Eq. (13) in Cstat.(a) We discuss an alternative model for the environ-
mental dependence of the SN luminosity in Sect. 6.3.

6.2. The relative importance of the sources of uncertainty

Sect. 5.5 presents our composite model (Eq. 11) of the measure-
ment error. To gain insight into the relative importance of each
component, we decompose the variance V of the fit parameter
⌦m. Close to the likelihood maximum, the fit parameters ✓ are
determined from the measurements by:

✓ = (J†C�1J)�1J†C�1A⌘ (16)

where J is the Jacobian matrix at the maximum likelihood.
Defining W = (J†C�1J)�1J†C�1A, we evaluate the contribution
Vx of each component x from Eq. (11) using

Vx = WCxW† , (17)

We report the diagonal entries of Vx for the ⌦m parameter (de-
noted �2

x(⌦m)) in Table 11. As an aid to interpretation, we also
report in Table 11 �2

x(⌦m)/�2(⌦m) as a percentage of the total
variance. These values are not the result of a proper sensitivity
analysis because the weights are held fixed, but they provide a
useful, qualitative overview of the relative importance of the un-
certainties.

Calibration uncertainties still stand out as the dominant sys-
tematic, but the improvement in the accuracy of the calibration,
made possible by the joint calibration analysis, results in an un-
certainty that is smaller than the statistical uncertainty. And fit-
ting our sample using the calibration uncertainties from C11
would have produced a 15% increase in the uncertainty, with
the contribution from calibration uncertainty dominating all the
other sources. On the other hand, in spite of a conservative esti-
mate, the uncertainty on the bias correction does not significantly
a↵ect the overall accuracy of the ⌦m estimate.

Uncertainties associated with the SALT2 model and host re-
lation are still subdominant assuming that the standardization
model of Eq. (4) holds and, in particular, that the host-mass-
luminosity relation of Eq. (5) captures the full e↵ect of the envi-
ronmental dependence. As already mentioned, the subject is an
open question, and we discuss it further below.

6.3. Assessment of the mass step correction

Recent analyses of large samples of type Ia supernovae have pro-
duced evidence for a remaining environmental dependence of
the SN Ia shape and color-corrected luminosities. Correlations
were found (see Sect. 5.2) between the Hubble residuals and
several characteristics of host galaxies (stellar mass, star for-
mation rate, inferred stellar age, metallicity) which evolve with
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Fig. 12. Residuals from the ⇤CDM fit of the JLA hubble dia-
gram as a function of the host galaxy mass. The fit does not
include the mass step correction. Binned residuals are shown as
black squares. The red line shows the mass step correction for a
step at Mstellar = 1010M�.

redshift and are therefore likely to cause a bias if not corrected.
Unfortunately, no correction for these e↵ects based on measured
SN Ia light-curve properties is known.

The most significant empirical correlation is with the host
mass. Therefore, a correction for this e↵ect was adopted in the
C11 analysis, which we also use in the present analysis. It takes
the form given in Eq. (5), namely a step function of the host
mass, which is the functional form suggested by current data
(see, e.g., Childress et al. 2013; Johansson et al. 2013b).

We confirm the measurement of a non-zero mass dependent
step in Hubble residuals at 5� in our sample. In the framework
of ⇤CDM, we determine �M = �0.061 ± 0.012 for the full JLA
sample, including all systematic uncertainties except the uncer-
tainty from the mass step correction itself (Eq. 8). The Hubble
residuals of the JLA sample as a function of the host galaxy stel-
lar mass are shown in Fig. 12.

Since there is no clear understanding of the underlying phe-
nomena, it is important to explore possible models for this ap-
parent mass step e↵ect. Rigault et al. (2013, Sect. 6.1.2) propose
an alternative explanation for the mass step origin that involves
a subclass of SNe Ia, peculiar to passive environments, that are
about 0.26 mag brighter than the bulk of the population after
standardization. In this model, the mean intrinsic magnitude of
SNe Ia in passive and active environment di↵ers by a quantity
denoted �↵ due to this subclass. The subclass is also subdom-
inant in low-mass host galaxies, explaining the observed mass
step. Assuming that the proportion of SNe Ia from active en-
vironments follows the specific star formation rate, this model
predicts that an evolution of the induced mass step with redshift
is possible, in which case a redshift-independent mass step cor-
rection is incorrect.

In this model, the predicted bias on cosmology can be com-
puted and is directly related to the evolution of the mass step.
Fig. 13 shows the mass steps measured as a function of redshifts
for the JLA sample. Our data does not show any significant evo-
lution of the mass step with redshift and therefore allowing for
an evolution of the mass step in the cosmology fit has little e↵ect
on the result, shifting ⌦m by only �0.002 for example. Further
splitting Hubble residuals between globally passive and globally
star-forming hosts in the SNLS and SDSS subsamples does not
show measurable di↵erence after correcting for the mass-step. A
significant remaining environmental bias unrelated to the mass
e↵ect is therefore unlikely.
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Figure 4. As Fig. 3, but for Mstellar instead of sSFR.

significant differences are seen. Monte Carlo tests on the Z-split
sample are similar to those for Mstellar.

4.3 Effect of assumed cosmology

Our choice of cosmology could affect our results in two ways.
The first is the impact on the derived absolute host galaxy
properties, such as Mstellar or sSFR. Changing the assumed H0

(70 km s−1 Mpc−1) has only a superficial effect – all the host galaxy
masses or other derived properties will change relative to each
other in the same consistent way. Altering the other cosmological
parameters, such as !M, has a more subtle effect. In a flat universe,
a smaller !M will make the higher-redshift hosts more massive
compared to those at lower-redshift (effectively they become more
distant); a larger !M will have the opposite effect. Within the errors
to which cosmological parameters are currently measured, this is
a small effect – a stellar mass derived with !M = 0.30 instead of
!M = 0.256 changes by <0.04 dex at z = 0.5 and <0.07 dex at
z = 1. We have run our fits using this alternative model and find
essentially identical results.

The cosmological model could also impact the SN properties.
If the redshift distributions of the host galaxies either side of the

split point in mass or metallicity are different, then any systematic
trend in SN brightnesses with redshift may increase (or decrease)
the significance of the differences in the nuisance parameters. For
example, an incorrect photometric zero-point in one of the SNLS
filters would introduce a difference in SN Ia brightness which is a
smooth function of redshift, and if the mix of hosts also changes
with redshift, this could introduce a corresponding offset in the
magnitudes of SNe Ia in those hosts.

We test the effect of the assumed cosmology in Fig. 7. We start
with our default cosmology (!M = 0.256, w = −1), and vary !M

(by ±0.15) and w (by ±0.4) recording the difference in derived
nuisance parameters. As might be expected, only small variations
in the differences in the derived nuisance parameters are seen. The
largest variation in the difference in MB is with Mstellar(∼ ±0.01),
for β with Mstellar(∼ ±0.05) and for α with Z (∼ ±0.05). Thus the
assumption of the cosmological model does not drive our results.

4.4 SNLS selection effects

A final consideration is the possibility of a selection effect which
operates to either select against fainter SNe Ia (after correction) in
massive or low-sSFR galaxies, or brighter SNe Ia in low-Mstellar or
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Table 11. Contribution of various source of measurement uncer-
tainties to the uncertainty in ⌦m.

Uncertainty sources �x(⌦m) % of �2(⌦m)
Calibration 0.0203 36.7
Milky Way extinction 0.0072 4.6
Light-curve model 0.0069 4.3
Bias corrections 0.0040 1.4
Host relationa 0.0038 1.3
Contamination 0.0008 0.1
Peculiar velocity 0.0007 0.0
Stat 0.0241 51.6

Notes. For the computation of �stat(⌦m), we include the diagonal terms
of Eq. (13) in Cstat.(a) We discuss an alternative model for the environ-
mental dependence of the SN luminosity in Sect. 6.3.

6.2. The relative importance of the sources of uncertainty

Sect. 5.5 presents our composite model (Eq. 11) of the measure-
ment error. To gain insight into the relative importance of each
component, we decompose the variance V of the fit parameter
⌦m. Close to the likelihood maximum, the fit parameters ✓ are
determined from the measurements by:

✓ = (J†C�1J)�1J†C�1A⌘ (16)

where J is the Jacobian matrix at the maximum likelihood.
Defining W = (J†C�1J)�1J†C�1A, we evaluate the contribution
Vx of each component x from Eq. (11) using

Vx = WCxW† , (17)

We report the diagonal entries of Vx for the ⌦m parameter (de-
noted �2

x(⌦m)) in Table 11. As an aid to interpretation, we also
report in Table 11 �2

x(⌦m)/�2(⌦m) as a percentage of the total
variance. These values are not the result of a proper sensitivity
analysis because the weights are held fixed, but they provide a
useful, qualitative overview of the relative importance of the un-
certainties.

Calibration uncertainties still stand out as the dominant sys-
tematic, but the improvement in the accuracy of the calibration,
made possible by the joint calibration analysis, results in an un-
certainty that is smaller than the statistical uncertainty. And fit-
ting our sample using the calibration uncertainties from C11
would have produced a 15% increase in the uncertainty, with
the contribution from calibration uncertainty dominating all the
other sources. On the other hand, in spite of a conservative esti-
mate, the uncertainty on the bias correction does not significantly
a↵ect the overall accuracy of the ⌦m estimate.

Uncertainties associated with the SALT2 model and host re-
lation are still subdominant assuming that the standardization
model of Eq. (4) holds and, in particular, that the host-mass-
luminosity relation of Eq. (5) captures the full e↵ect of the envi-
ronmental dependence. As already mentioned, the subject is an
open question, and we discuss it further below.

6.3. Assessment of the mass step correction

Recent analyses of large samples of type Ia supernovae have pro-
duced evidence for a remaining environmental dependence of
the SN Ia shape and color-corrected luminosities. Correlations
were found (see Sect. 5.2) between the Hubble residuals and
several characteristics of host galaxies (stellar mass, star for-
mation rate, inferred stellar age, metallicity) which evolve with
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Fig. 12. Residuals from the ⇤CDM fit of the JLA hubble dia-
gram as a function of the host galaxy mass. The fit does not
include the mass step correction. Binned residuals are shown as
black squares. The red line shows the mass step correction for a
step at Mstellar = 1010M�.

redshift and are therefore likely to cause a bias if not corrected.
Unfortunately, no correction for these e↵ects based on measured
SN Ia light-curve properties is known.

The most significant empirical correlation is with the host
mass. Therefore, a correction for this e↵ect was adopted in the
C11 analysis, which we also use in the present analysis. It takes
the form given in Eq. (5), namely a step function of the host
mass, which is the functional form suggested by current data
(see, e.g., Childress et al. 2013; Johansson et al. 2013b).

We confirm the measurement of a non-zero mass dependent
step in Hubble residuals at 5� in our sample. In the framework
of ⇤CDM, we determine �M = �0.061 ± 0.012 for the full JLA
sample, including all systematic uncertainties except the uncer-
tainty from the mass step correction itself (Eq. 8). The Hubble
residuals of the JLA sample as a function of the host galaxy stel-
lar mass are shown in Fig. 12.

Since there is no clear understanding of the underlying phe-
nomena, it is important to explore possible models for this ap-
parent mass step e↵ect. Rigault et al. (2013, Sect. 6.1.2) propose
an alternative explanation for the mass step origin that involves
a subclass of SNe Ia, peculiar to passive environments, that are
about 0.26 mag brighter than the bulk of the population after
standardization. In this model, the mean intrinsic magnitude of
SNe Ia in passive and active environment di↵ers by a quantity
denoted �↵ due to this subclass. The subclass is also subdom-
inant in low-mass host galaxies, explaining the observed mass
step. Assuming that the proportion of SNe Ia from active en-
vironments follows the specific star formation rate, this model
predicts that an evolution of the induced mass step with redshift
is possible, in which case a redshift-independent mass step cor-
rection is incorrect.

In this model, the predicted bias on cosmology can be com-
puted and is directly related to the evolution of the mass step.
Fig. 13 shows the mass steps measured as a function of redshifts
for the JLA sample. Our data does not show any significant evo-
lution of the mass step with redshift and therefore allowing for
an evolution of the mass step in the cosmology fit has little e↵ect
on the result, shifting ⌦m by only �0.002 for example. Further
splitting Hubble residuals between globally passive and globally
star-forming hosts in the SNLS and SDSS subsamples does not
show measurable di↵erence after correcting for the mass-step. A
significant remaining environmental bias unrelated to the mass
e↵ect is therefore unlikely.
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Figure 4. As Fig. 3, but for Mstellar instead of sSFR.

significant differences are seen. Monte Carlo tests on the Z-split
sample are similar to those for Mstellar.

4.3 Effect of assumed cosmology

Our choice of cosmology could affect our results in two ways.
The first is the impact on the derived absolute host galaxy
properties, such as Mstellar or sSFR. Changing the assumed H0

(70 km s−1 Mpc−1) has only a superficial effect – all the host galaxy
masses or other derived properties will change relative to each
other in the same consistent way. Altering the other cosmological
parameters, such as !M, has a more subtle effect. In a flat universe,
a smaller !M will make the higher-redshift hosts more massive
compared to those at lower-redshift (effectively they become more
distant); a larger !M will have the opposite effect. Within the errors
to which cosmological parameters are currently measured, this is
a small effect – a stellar mass derived with !M = 0.30 instead of
!M = 0.256 changes by <0.04 dex at z = 0.5 and <0.07 dex at
z = 1. We have run our fits using this alternative model and find
essentially identical results.

The cosmological model could also impact the SN properties.
If the redshift distributions of the host galaxies either side of the

split point in mass or metallicity are different, then any systematic
trend in SN brightnesses with redshift may increase (or decrease)
the significance of the differences in the nuisance parameters. For
example, an incorrect photometric zero-point in one of the SNLS
filters would introduce a difference in SN Ia brightness which is a
smooth function of redshift, and if the mix of hosts also changes
with redshift, this could introduce a corresponding offset in the
magnitudes of SNe Ia in those hosts.

We test the effect of the assumed cosmology in Fig. 7. We start
with our default cosmology (!M = 0.256, w = −1), and vary !M

(by ±0.15) and w (by ±0.4) recording the difference in derived
nuisance parameters. As might be expected, only small variations
in the differences in the derived nuisance parameters are seen. The
largest variation in the difference in MB is with Mstellar(∼ ±0.01),
for β with Mstellar(∼ ±0.05) and for α with Z (∼ ±0.05). Thus the
assumption of the cosmological model does not drive our results.

4.4 SNLS selection effects

A final consideration is the possibility of a selection effect which
operates to either select against fainter SNe Ia (after correction) in
massive or low-sSFR galaxies, or brighter SNe Ia in low-Mstellar or
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Table 4. Internal calibration uncertainties for the low-z samples split by photometric systems.

Instrument Standardh KEPLERCAMh 4Shooterh SWOPEh

Band U B V R I U B V r i U B V R I u g r i B V
�(�e↵)a (nm) 2.5c 1.2c 1.2c 2.5c 2.5c 2.5c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 2.5c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7d 0.8d 0.4d 0.2d 0.7d 0.3d

�(Z)b (mmag) 100g 15c 15c 15c 15c 31 f 11c 7c 25 f 7c 70g 11c 7c 7c 20c 23e 9e 8e 7e 8e 8e

Notes.

(a) Uncertainty in the mean filter wavelength. (b) Internal sources of systematic uncertainty in the calibration. It includes the uncertainty in
the calibration transfer between secondary and tertiary standards and systematic uncertainties in the SN photometry. For measurements reported in
the Landolt system, it also includes an uncertainty associated to the color transformation of supernovae from the observer’s system. (c) From C11.
(d) Includes the uncertainties on the new measurement of SWOPE transmission curves presented in Stritzinger et al. (2011) plus the e↵ect of a 0.25
airmass change on the atmospheric extinction curve. (e) From Mosher et al. (2012). ( f ) See Appendix B.1. (g) See Appendix B.2. (h) KEPLERCAM
and 4Shooter are the two main photometric instruments used in the CfAIII survey. SWOPE is the photometric instrument of the CSP survey. We
refer to the Landolt photometric system in which the historical measurements are color transformed as the “standard” instrument.

Table 5. Uncertainties in calibration parameters.

�(Z) �(�e f f )
(mmag) (nm)

MEGACAM (SNLS)
g 3 0.3
r 6 3.7
i 4 3.1
z 8 0.6
SDSS
u 8 0.6
g 4 0.6
r 2 0.6
i 3 0.6
z 5 0.6
STANDARD
U 100 2.5
B 15 1.2
V 15 1.2
R 15 2.5
I 15 2.5
4SHOOTER (CfAIII)
Us 70 2.5
B 11 0.7
V 7 0.7
R 8 0.7
I 20 0.7
KEPLERCAM (CfAIII)
Us 31 2.5
B 11 0.7
V 7 0.7
r 25 0.7
i 8 0.7
SWOPE (CSP)
u 23 0.7
g 9 0.8
r 8 0.4
i 8 0.2
B 8 0.7
V 8 0.3
NICMOS (HST)
F110W 24 0.0
F160W 62 0.0
ACSWF (HST)
F606W 10 0.0
F625W 10 0.0
F775W 20 0.0
F814W 20 0.0
F850LP 20 0.0

Notes. A provision for the filter uncertainty in the NICMOS and ACS
instruments is already included in the zero-point uncertainty available
from the literature.

function:5

MB =

(
M1

B if Mstellar < 1010 M� ,
M1

B + �M otherwise. (5)

The light-curve parameters (m?B, X1,C) result from the fit of
a model of the SN Ia spectral sequence to the photometric data.
Light-curve fitting techniques have a long history, and the po-
tential biases introduced by specific model choices have raised
some concerns (see, e.g., Kessler et al. 2009). The estimate of
model systematics in the C11 analysis was based on the compar-
ison of light-curve parameters reconstructed from the same data
by two di↵erent models (SALT2 and SiFTO, Conley et al. 2008).
Such a scheme is only moderately satisfying as both methods
could share similar biases, leading to underestimated errors, or
one model could have substantially larger errors than the other.

By using extensive Monte Carlo simulations, the analysis
from M14 provides a significant improvement in the determi-
nation of light-curve model biases. Varying the underlying su-
pernova model in the range currently allowed by data, it demon-
strates that the data-driven SALT2 method, trained on samples
comparable to the G10 sample, recovers the input distances
without introducing a significant bias between low and high-
redshift distances (see Sect. 4.4). Therefore, we adopt the SALT2
method for the present analysis, and base our systematic estimate
on the M14 results.

4.2. The SALT2 model

The SALT2 model is a first order description of the time-spectral
sequence of SNe Ia, multiplied by a time independent color-law.
At phase p and wavelength �, the flux density model for a given
supernova is:

S SN(p, �) = X0
⇣
M0(p, �) + X1M1(p, �)

⌘
exp(C ⇥ CL(�)) , (6)

where the normalization, shape and color parameters X0, X1 and
C, respectively, are evaluated for each SN.6 The mean spectral
sequenceM0, the first order deviation around the mean sequence
M1 and the phase-independent color-law CL are trained on a
photometric and spectroscopic sample of spectroscopically iden-
tified SNe Ia (see below Sect. 4.3).

The model does not capture all the variability of observed
supernovae. The remaining deviations to the model, sometimes

5 We do not consider an additional dependency of � because it does
not have a significant impact on the cosmology.

6 For a given SN, m?B can be readily computed from the adjusted
model, and we equivalently use (m?B, X1, C) instead of (X0, X1, C) as
parameters in the cosmology fit.
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Table 11. Contribution of various source of measurement uncer-
tainties to the uncertainty in ⌦m.

Uncertainty sources �x(⌦m) % of �2(⌦m)
Calibration 0.0203 36.7
Milky Way extinction 0.0072 4.6
Light-curve model 0.0069 4.3
Bias corrections 0.0040 1.4
Host relationa 0.0038 1.3
Contamination 0.0008 0.1
Peculiar velocity 0.0007 0.0
Stat 0.0241 51.6

Notes. For the computation of �stat(⌦m), we include the diagonal terms
of Eq. (13) in Cstat.(a) We discuss an alternative model for the environ-
mental dependence of the SN luminosity in Sect. 6.3.

6.2. The relative importance of the sources of uncertainty

Sect. 5.5 presents our composite model (Eq. 11) of the measure-
ment error. To gain insight into the relative importance of each
component, we decompose the variance V of the fit parameter
⌦m. Close to the likelihood maximum, the fit parameters ✓ are
determined from the measurements by:

✓ = (J†C�1J)�1J†C�1A⌘ (16)

where J is the Jacobian matrix at the maximum likelihood.
Defining W = (J†C�1J)�1J†C�1A, we evaluate the contribution
Vx of each component x from Eq. (11) using

Vx = WCxW† , (17)

We report the diagonal entries of Vx for the ⌦m parameter (de-
noted �2

x(⌦m)) in Table 11. As an aid to interpretation, we also
report in Table 11 �2

x(⌦m)/�2(⌦m) as a percentage of the total
variance. These values are not the result of a proper sensitivity
analysis because the weights are held fixed, but they provide a
useful, qualitative overview of the relative importance of the un-
certainties.

Calibration uncertainties still stand out as the dominant sys-
tematic, but the improvement in the accuracy of the calibration,
made possible by the joint calibration analysis, results in an un-
certainty that is smaller than the statistical uncertainty. And fit-
ting our sample using the calibration uncertainties from C11
would have produced a 15% increase in the uncertainty, with
the contribution from calibration uncertainty dominating all the
other sources. On the other hand, in spite of a conservative esti-
mate, the uncertainty on the bias correction does not significantly
a↵ect the overall accuracy of the ⌦m estimate.

Uncertainties associated with the SALT2 model and host re-
lation are still subdominant assuming that the standardization
model of Eq. (4) holds and, in particular, that the host-mass-
luminosity relation of Eq. (5) captures the full e↵ect of the envi-
ronmental dependence. As already mentioned, the subject is an
open question, and we discuss it further below.

6.3. Assessment of the mass step correction

Recent analyses of large samples of type Ia supernovae have pro-
duced evidence for a remaining environmental dependence of
the SN Ia shape and color-corrected luminosities. Correlations
were found (see Sect. 5.2) between the Hubble residuals and
several characteristics of host galaxies (stellar mass, star for-
mation rate, inferred stellar age, metallicity) which evolve with
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Fig. 12. Residuals from the ⇤CDM fit of the JLA hubble dia-
gram as a function of the host galaxy mass. The fit does not
include the mass step correction. Binned residuals are shown as
black squares. The red line shows the mass step correction for a
step at Mstellar = 1010M�.

redshift and are therefore likely to cause a bias if not corrected.
Unfortunately, no correction for these e↵ects based on measured
SN Ia light-curve properties is known.

The most significant empirical correlation is with the host
mass. Therefore, a correction for this e↵ect was adopted in the
C11 analysis, which we also use in the present analysis. It takes
the form given in Eq. (5), namely a step function of the host
mass, which is the functional form suggested by current data
(see, e.g., Childress et al. 2013; Johansson et al. 2013b).

We confirm the measurement of a non-zero mass dependent
step in Hubble residuals at 5� in our sample. In the framework
of ⇤CDM, we determine �M = �0.061 ± 0.012 for the full JLA
sample, including all systematic uncertainties except the uncer-
tainty from the mass step correction itself (Eq. 8). The Hubble
residuals of the JLA sample as a function of the host galaxy stel-
lar mass are shown in Fig. 12.

Since there is no clear understanding of the underlying phe-
nomena, it is important to explore possible models for this ap-
parent mass step e↵ect. Rigault et al. (2013, Sect. 6.1.2) propose
an alternative explanation for the mass step origin that involves
a subclass of SNe Ia, peculiar to passive environments, that are
about 0.26 mag brighter than the bulk of the population after
standardization. In this model, the mean intrinsic magnitude of
SNe Ia in passive and active environment di↵ers by a quantity
denoted �↵ due to this subclass. The subclass is also subdom-
inant in low-mass host galaxies, explaining the observed mass
step. Assuming that the proportion of SNe Ia from active en-
vironments follows the specific star formation rate, this model
predicts that an evolution of the induced mass step with redshift
is possible, in which case a redshift-independent mass step cor-
rection is incorrect.

In this model, the predicted bias on cosmology can be com-
puted and is directly related to the evolution of the mass step.
Fig. 13 shows the mass steps measured as a function of redshifts
for the JLA sample. Our data does not show any significant evo-
lution of the mass step with redshift and therefore allowing for
an evolution of the mass step in the cosmology fit has little e↵ect
on the result, shifting ⌦m by only �0.002 for example. Further
splitting Hubble residuals between globally passive and globally
star-forming hosts in the SNLS and SDSS subsamples does not
show measurable di↵erence after correcting for the mass-step. A
significant remaining environmental bias unrelated to the mass
e↵ect is therefore unlikely.
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Table 4. Internal calibration uncertainties for the low-z samples split by photometric systems.

Instrument Standardh KEPLERCAMh 4Shooterh SWOPEh

Band U B V R I U B V r i U B V R I u g r i B V
�(�e↵)a (nm) 2.5c 1.2c 1.2c 2.5c 2.5c 2.5c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 2.5c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7d 0.8d 0.4d 0.2d 0.7d 0.3d

�(Z)b (mmag) 100g 15c 15c 15c 15c 31 f 11c 7c 25 f 7c 70g 11c 7c 7c 20c 23e 9e 8e 7e 8e 8e

Notes.

(a) Uncertainty in the mean filter wavelength. (b) Internal sources of systematic uncertainty in the calibration. It includes the uncertainty in
the calibration transfer between secondary and tertiary standards and systematic uncertainties in the SN photometry. For measurements reported in
the Landolt system, it also includes an uncertainty associated to the color transformation of supernovae from the observer’s system. (c) From C11.
(d) Includes the uncertainties on the new measurement of SWOPE transmission curves presented in Stritzinger et al. (2011) plus the e↵ect of a 0.25
airmass change on the atmospheric extinction curve. (e) From Mosher et al. (2012). ( f ) See Appendix B.1. (g) See Appendix B.2. (h) KEPLERCAM
and 4Shooter are the two main photometric instruments used in the CfAIII survey. SWOPE is the photometric instrument of the CSP survey. We
refer to the Landolt photometric system in which the historical measurements are color transformed as the “standard” instrument.

Table 5. Uncertainties in calibration parameters.

�(Z) �(�e f f )
(mmag) (nm)

MEGACAM (SNLS)
g 3 0.3
r 6 3.7
i 4 3.1
z 8 0.6
SDSS
u 8 0.6
g 4 0.6
r 2 0.6
i 3 0.6
z 5 0.6
STANDARD
U 100 2.5
B 15 1.2
V 15 1.2
R 15 2.5
I 15 2.5
4SHOOTER (CfAIII)
Us 70 2.5
B 11 0.7
V 7 0.7
R 8 0.7
I 20 0.7
KEPLERCAM (CfAIII)
Us 31 2.5
B 11 0.7
V 7 0.7
r 25 0.7
i 8 0.7
SWOPE (CSP)
u 23 0.7
g 9 0.8
r 8 0.4
i 8 0.2
B 8 0.7
V 8 0.3
NICMOS (HST)
F110W 24 0.0
F160W 62 0.0
ACSWF (HST)
F606W 10 0.0
F625W 10 0.0
F775W 20 0.0
F814W 20 0.0
F850LP 20 0.0

Notes. A provision for the filter uncertainty in the NICMOS and ACS
instruments is already included in the zero-point uncertainty available
from the literature.

function:5

MB =

(
M1

B if Mstellar < 1010 M� ,
M1

B + �M otherwise. (5)

The light-curve parameters (m?B, X1,C) result from the fit of
a model of the SN Ia spectral sequence to the photometric data.
Light-curve fitting techniques have a long history, and the po-
tential biases introduced by specific model choices have raised
some concerns (see, e.g., Kessler et al. 2009). The estimate of
model systematics in the C11 analysis was based on the compar-
ison of light-curve parameters reconstructed from the same data
by two di↵erent models (SALT2 and SiFTO, Conley et al. 2008).
Such a scheme is only moderately satisfying as both methods
could share similar biases, leading to underestimated errors, or
one model could have substantially larger errors than the other.

By using extensive Monte Carlo simulations, the analysis
from M14 provides a significant improvement in the determi-
nation of light-curve model biases. Varying the underlying su-
pernova model in the range currently allowed by data, it demon-
strates that the data-driven SALT2 method, trained on samples
comparable to the G10 sample, recovers the input distances
without introducing a significant bias between low and high-
redshift distances (see Sect. 4.4). Therefore, we adopt the SALT2
method for the present analysis, and base our systematic estimate
on the M14 results.

4.2. The SALT2 model

The SALT2 model is a first order description of the time-spectral
sequence of SNe Ia, multiplied by a time independent color-law.
At phase p and wavelength �, the flux density model for a given
supernova is:

S SN(p, �) = X0
⇣
M0(p, �) + X1M1(p, �)

⌘
exp(C ⇥ CL(�)) , (6)

where the normalization, shape and color parameters X0, X1 and
C, respectively, are evaluated for each SN.6 The mean spectral
sequenceM0, the first order deviation around the mean sequence
M1 and the phase-independent color-law CL are trained on a
photometric and spectroscopic sample of spectroscopically iden-
tified SNe Ia (see below Sect. 4.3).

The model does not capture all the variability of observed
supernovae. The remaining deviations to the model, sometimes

5 We do not consider an additional dependency of � because it does
not have a significant impact on the cosmology.

6 For a given SN, m?B can be readily computed from the adjusted
model, and we equivalently use (m?B, X1, C) instead of (X0, X1, C) as
parameters in the cosmology fit.
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Figure 4. As Fig. 3, but for Mstellar instead of sSFR.

significant differences are seen. Monte Carlo tests on the Z-split
sample are similar to those for Mstellar.

4.3 Effect of assumed cosmology

Our choice of cosmology could affect our results in two ways.
The first is the impact on the derived absolute host galaxy
properties, such as Mstellar or sSFR. Changing the assumed H0

(70 km s−1 Mpc−1) has only a superficial effect – all the host galaxy
masses or other derived properties will change relative to each
other in the same consistent way. Altering the other cosmological
parameters, such as !M, has a more subtle effect. In a flat universe,
a smaller !M will make the higher-redshift hosts more massive
compared to those at lower-redshift (effectively they become more
distant); a larger !M will have the opposite effect. Within the errors
to which cosmological parameters are currently measured, this is
a small effect – a stellar mass derived with !M = 0.30 instead of
!M = 0.256 changes by <0.04 dex at z = 0.5 and <0.07 dex at
z = 1. We have run our fits using this alternative model and find
essentially identical results.

The cosmological model could also impact the SN properties.
If the redshift distributions of the host galaxies either side of the

split point in mass or metallicity are different, then any systematic
trend in SN brightnesses with redshift may increase (or decrease)
the significance of the differences in the nuisance parameters. For
example, an incorrect photometric zero-point in one of the SNLS
filters would introduce a difference in SN Ia brightness which is a
smooth function of redshift, and if the mix of hosts also changes
with redshift, this could introduce a corresponding offset in the
magnitudes of SNe Ia in those hosts.

We test the effect of the assumed cosmology in Fig. 7. We start
with our default cosmology (!M = 0.256, w = −1), and vary !M

(by ±0.15) and w (by ±0.4) recording the difference in derived
nuisance parameters. As might be expected, only small variations
in the differences in the derived nuisance parameters are seen. The
largest variation in the difference in MB is with Mstellar(∼ ±0.01),
for β with Mstellar(∼ ±0.05) and for α with Z (∼ ±0.05). Thus the
assumption of the cosmological model does not drive our results.

4.4 SNLS selection effects

A final consideration is the possibility of a selection effect which
operates to either select against fainter SNe Ia (after correction) in
massive or low-sSFR galaxies, or brighter SNe Ia in low-Mstellar or

C⃝ 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2010 RAS, MNRAS 406, 782–802
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Fig. 10. Corrected Hubble residuals as a function of the total host stellar mass, showing the mass step. Markers follow the same color and shape
code as in Fig. 6. Top: total host stellar mass distribution per ⌃H↵ subgroup. Right: �Mcorr

B distribution per ⌃H↵ subgroup (a) and per mode (b),
as shown in Fig. 8. Horizontal red and gray lines indicate M1 and M2 weighted mean values respectively. Central panel: Left and right green
horizontal lines indicate the weighted mean �Mcorr

B of SNe Ia hosted by galaxies more or less massive than log(M/M�) = 10 (vertical gray line).
The di↵erence between those two magnitudes defines the “mass-step.”

6.1.3. Verification of Mass-Step Evolution

Figure 11 shows the predicted redshift evolution of the amplitude
of the mass step assuming our simple SNfactory-normalized
model. We compare this model to mass steps measured us-
ing literature SNe from SNLS, SDSS and non-SNfactory low-
z datasets (Sullivan et al. 2010; Gupta et al. 2011; Kelly et al.
2010, respectively) from the combined dataset of Childress et al.
(2013a). We split those data into four redshift bins with equal
numbers of SNe Ia (⇡ 120 SNe Ia in z < 0.18, 0.18 < z < 0.31,
0.31 < z < 0.6 and 0.6 < z ranges), and we measure for each bin
the magnitude o↵set between SNe in low- and high-mass hosts
for a step located at log(M/M�) = 10. Figure 11 shows that our
simple model qualitatively reproduces the measured mass step
evolution with redshift. Relative to a fixed mass-step anchored
by the SNfactory data, our model gives ��2 = �5.7 for the liter-
ature data sets. This provides external confirmation of behavior
consistent with the H↵ bias at greater than 98% confidence.

6.1.4. Interpretation and Literature Corrections

From this observation we draw several conclusions. (1) The am-
plitude of the mass step indeed decreases at higher redshift, so
host mass cannot be used, as it has been, as a third SN standard-
ization parameter (Lampeitl et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2010). (2)
The observed mass steps follow the predicted evolution based
on the H↵ bias quite well. This in turn lends further support to
the idea that the H↵ bias is the origin of the magnitude o↵set
with host mass. As the mass step bias is observed in di↵erent

data sets, the H↵ bias appears to be a fundamental property of
SNe Ia standardized using SALT2. (3) Any ad hoc correction of
the mass step by letting SNe Ia from low- and high-mass hosts
have di↵erent absolute magnitudes will be inappropriate as this
assumes that high-mass hosted SNe are brighter in a constant
way (Conley et al. 2011), ignoring the observed redshift evolu-
tion. Doing so will bias the SN Ia↵ population from high-mass
hosts that dominate at higher z, and miss the observed evolution
of mean SNe Ia magnitude. Therefore, such a correction will not
remove the bias on the dark energy equation of state, which we
estimate to be �w ⇠ 0.06.

Of course application of a fixed mass-step correction remains
useful for bringing into agreement two datasets at the same red-
shift that have di↵erent proportions of low-mass and high-mass
host galaxies due to survey selection e↵ects. Whether or not a
correction using a fixed mass-step might accidentally help or
hurt in correcting the redshift evolution of the H↵ bias depends
on the – currently unknown – correlation of the parameters of
Eqs. 3 and 5 with the redshift evolution in the ratio of high- to
low-mass host galaxies.

6.2. Type Ia↵ SNe: Homogeneous SALT2 Candles

The SNe Ia↵ are unimodal in stretch and in corrected Hubble
residuals, and are therefore free from the aforementioned H↵
bias/mass step. The �Mcorr

B distribution for this new group of su-
pernovae, when the SALT2 standardization is performed on this
subsample only, is shown in Fig. 12.
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1. Introduction

Luminosity distances from Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) were
key to the discovery of the accelerating expansion of the uni-
verse (Perlmutter et al. 1999; Riess et al. 1998). Among the
current generation of surveys more than 600 spectroscopically
confirmed SNe Ia are available for cosmological analyses (e.g.
Suzuki et al. 2012). Thus, even today SNe Ia remain the strongest
demonstrated technique for measuring the dark energy equation
of state.

The fundamental principle behind the use of these standard-
ized candles is that the standardization does not change with
redshift. SNe Ia have an observed MB dispersion of approxi-
mately 0.4 mag, which makes them naturally good distance in-
dicators. Empirical light-curve fitters such as SALT2 (Guy et al.
2007, 2010) or MLCS2K2 (Jha et al. 2007) correct MB for the
“brighter-slower” and “brighter-bluer” relation (Phillips 1993;
Riess et al. 1996; Tripp 1998). This stretch (or x1) and color (c)
standardization enables the reduction of their magnitude disper-
sion down to ⇡ 0.15 mag.

However, a major issue remains: despite decades of study,
their progenitors are as yet undetermined. (See Maoz & Man-
nucci 2012, for a detailed review.) Like all stars, it is expected
that these progenitors will have a distribution of ages and metal
abundances, and these distributions will change with redshift.
These factors in turn may e↵ect details of the explosion, leading
to potential bias in the cosmological measurements. The remain-
ing 0.15 mag “intrinsic” scatter in SN Ia standardized bright-
nesses is a direct indicator that hidden variables remain. Host
galaxy dust – and peculiar velocities if the host is too nearby –
complicate the picture.

Several studies have found that the distribution of SNe Ia
light curve stretches di↵ers across host galaxy total stellar mass
(Hamuy et al. 2000; Neill et al. 2009; Sullivan et al. 2010) and
global specific star formation rate (sSFR) (Lampeitl et al. 2010;
Konishi et al. 2011). Lampeitl et al. (2010) concluded that the
distribution of SNe Ia colors appears to be independent of host
star-forming properties, even though more dust is expected in
actively star-forming environments. Although, in Childress et al.
(2013a) we found that SNe Ia colors do correlate with host
metallicity; this may be intrinsic, but also metals are a necessary
ingredient for dust formation. Stretch is correlated with observed
MB, so after standardization the influence of this environmental
property disappears.

A dependence of corrected Hubble residuals on host mass
is now well-established (Kelly et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2010;
Gupta et al. 2011; Childress et al. 2013a; Johansson et al. 2013).
This has been modeled as either a linear trend or a sharp step in
corrected Hubble residuals between low- and high-mass hosts.
In Childress et al. (2013a) we established that a “mass step” at
log(M/M�) = 10.2 gives a much better fit than a line, and we
found that the RMS width of the transition is only 0.5 dex in
mass. Because the mass of a galaxy correlates with its metal-
licity, age, and sSFR (see Tremonti et al. 2004; Gallazzi et al.
2005; Pérez-González et al. 2008, respectively), this mass step
is most likely driven by an intrinsic SN progenitor variation.
For instance, a brightness o↵set between globally star-forming
and globally passive galaxies provides a fair phenomenologi-
cal description of the mass step (D’Andrea et al. 2011), being
driven by the sharp change in the fraction of star-forming hosts
at log(M/M�) ⇠ 10 present in the local universe (Childress et al.
2013a).

Though, by analyzing global properties of the host galaxy,
the aforementioned analyses are limited in the interpretation of

Fig. 1. Top and Bottom: The hosts of SN 2007kk (UGC 2828) and
SN 2005L (MCG+07-33-005), respectively, both classified as globally
star-forming (Childress et al. 2013b). Left: color images made using
observations from SNIFS and SDSS-III (Aihara et al. 2011). On both
images the field-of-view of SNIFS, centered on the SN position (white-
star marker), is indicated by the red central square. Right: H↵ surface
brightness maps of the SN vicinities (the generation of these maps is de-
tailed in Sect. 2.3). SN 2007kk occurred in a passive environment more
than 1.5 kpc from the closest star-forming region, while SN 2005L is
located at the edge of such a region.

their results. The measured quantities – gas metallicity, star for-
mation rate, etc. – are light-weighted. Thus global analyses are
most representative of galaxy properties near the core, which can
be significantly di↵erent than the actual SN environment. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1: inside these two spiral star-forming galax-
ies, a SN occurred either in an old passive inter-arm environment
(SN 2007kk) or inside a star-forming one (SN 2005L).

In this work we analyze the host galaxy regions in the imme-
diate vicinity for a large sample of SNe Ia from the Nearby Su-
pernova Factory (SNfactory, Aldering et al. 2002). Our integral
field spectrograph accesses the local environment of observed
SNe, and therefore probes local host properties such as gas and
stellar metallicities and star formation history. While Stanishev
et al. (2012) conducted such a study by looking at the metallicity
of the local environments of a sample of seven nearby SNe Ia,
ours is the first such large-scale study.

Delay-time distribution studies (Scannapieco & Bildsten
2005; Mannucci et al. 2005, 2006; Sullivan et al. 2006) predict
that a fraction of SNe Ia, known as “prompt” SNe, should be as-
sociated with young stellar populations. The rest, referred to as
“tardy” or “delayed” SNe, should be related to older stars. Indi-
vidual star-forming regions (H ii regions) have a typical lifetime
of a few Myr (Alvarez et al. 2006), much smaller than expected –
even for the fastest – SN Ia progenitor systems (few tens of Myr,
Girardi et al. 2000). It is therefore impossible to make a physical
connection between a SN and the H ii region in which its progen-
itor formed. However such star forming regions are gathered in
groups (see for instance M 51 in Lee et al. 2011), concentrated
in spiral arms whose lifetimes are longer than the time scale for
a prompt SN. (See Kau↵mann et al. 2003, for details on the star
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– more	significant	than	
stellar	mass	and	
galaxy	colour	(5σ)	
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Conclusions	

•  First	analysis	of	local	
environment	at	all	
redshiNs	and	for	a	large	
sample	

•  Strong	hint	that	
luminosity	variaRons	can	
be	reduced	

•  Type	Ia	supernovæ	can	
become	a	major	
cosmological	probe	
again:	dark	energy,	
expansion	rate	

•  LSST	
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